


Alexander Scriabin (1 872-1 91 5) 
Piano Sonatas Vo1.2 

The Russian composer Alexander Scriabin is an 
isolated f igure,  eventually separated f rom the 
mainstream of Russian music by his own peculiar brand 
of mysticism, in which he saw himself in a Messianic 
light. Innovative in his attempt to bring together colour 
and music and in his harmonic and melodic innovations, 
he died relatively young, his early death leading to a 
subsequent undervaluation of his achievement. 

Scriabin was bosn in Moscow in 1872, the son of a 
lawyer, who later entered the Russian consular service, 
and of a mother who was a gifted musician, a pupil of 
Leschetizky. After his mother's death and his father's 
remarriage and absence abroad, Scriabin spent his 
childhood in the over-protective care of his paternal 
grandmother and an unmarried aunt. Following the 
tradition of his father's family, he joined the Moscow 
Military Academy, excused, for reasons of health, any 
participation in more rigorous training. Meanwhile he 
studied the piano with George Konyus, following this 
with lessons from Rachmaninov's strict teacher, 
Zverev, and pal-ticipation in Safonov's piano class at the 
Conservatory, theory lessons from Sergey Taneyev and 
lessons in counterpoint and fugue with Arensky. 
Completion of his studies at the Military Academy in 
1889 allowed him to pay exclusive attention to music, 
graduating as a pianist at the Conservatory in 1892, 
when he took second prize to Rachmaninov's first. 
Impatient with formal instruction in the techniques of 
con~posit ion which he found uncongenial, he was 
skilled at improvisation, modelling his style here on that 
of his adored Chopin. 

Scriabin's earlier compositions were reluctantly 
published by Jurgenson, but he found more enthusiastic 
support in Belyayev, who published his work, promoted 
his concert appearances and exercised a dominant 

influence over him. In 1897 he married a young pianist, 
Vera Ivanovna Isakovich, in spite of attempts by his 
aunt and Belyayev to discourage a match of this kind. 
His Pirr~lo Collcerto was first pel-formed under Safonov 
in Odessa in October two months after his marriage. It 
was again with the help of Safonov that in 1898 
Scriabin found employment on the staff of Moscow 
Conservatory. The  next f ive years were spent in 
Moscow, until, in 1904, the help of a rich pupil, 
Margarita Morozova, enabled him, like Tchaikovsky 
before him, to resign from the Conservatory. He settled 
for a time in Switzerland, where he wrote his Tlzird 
S~irizphor~y, Le divin pokrne, first performed in Paris 
early in 1905. Now accompanied by a former pupil, 
Tatyana Fyodorovna Schloezer, a niece of Paul 
Schloezer, who taught the piano at the Conservatory. 
Scriabin spent much of the rest of his life abroad. 
Belyayev himself had died in 1904 and dissatisfaction 
with the perceived lack of generosity of the Belyayev 
Foundation was followed by an agreement with 
Koussevitzky for  publication of .  his  music, 
performances and an income, and Scriabin's return to 
Russia. A short period abroad again, in Brussels, led to 
the writing of Pro~l~etlzezrs, completed in 1910, and a 
concentration on the great Mj~sterilrrlt, intended as the 
culmination of his work, towards which his last five 
piano sonatas now tended. This, however, was to 
remain unwritten, although texts and musical sketches 
were made for the introduction to the work. Scriabin 
died of septicaernia in 1915. 

Scriabin completed his important Sollntn No.3 iil F 
sharp 1ili110l; Opzls 23, in 1897 at Maidonov, before his 
marriage in August and the fisst performance of his new 
Pin110 Concerto. He gave the first partial pel-formance 
of the work at the Salle de Journal in Paris in July 1900, 



when he played only the two central movements. The 
whole work was performed in Moscow in November by 
Vsevolod Buyukly, and by Scriabin himself in the same 
city in 1902. He gave the work the explanatory subtitle 
of Etats d'cime (States of Soul). For a pel-formance in 
Belgium in 1906 Tatyana Schloezer provided notes in 
which the first movement is outlined as the passionate 
plunging of the free, untamed soul into suffering and 
conflict. In the second movement the soul finds rest and 
refreshment in singing and flowers, although these are 
seen as deceptive. The third movement has the soul 
floating on a tender and sad ocean of feeling, haunted 
by love, sorrow, desire and thoughts beyond expression. 
Finally the soul struggles in a vortex of the elements in 
fury. From this the voice of the Man-God rises with a 
song of victory, triumphant at first, then weakening, 
descending into nothing again, as the goal eludes him. 
The first movement, in tripartite sonata form, has a 
dramatic first subject marked by an emphatic rhythmic 
figure, repeated as the tension mounts. By contrast the 
second subject, marked cantabile, is gently lyrical. 
Both themes appear together in the central development 
and the first subject is abridged in the recapitulation, 
leading to the secondary theme and a dramatic coda. 
The E flat major second movement, described by 
Scriabin as an Iiztelazezzo, has a particularly moving 
central section and is followed by a B major Andante, 
its finely moulded first theme framing a second marked 
doloroso. A reminiscence of the opening of the sonata 
forms a bi-idge to the final Presto co~~firoco,  a form of 
rondo, tumultuous in character and dominated by its 
recunent, chsomatic principal theme. 

The last of the sonatas, Solzata No.10, Opzrs 70, the 
so-called 'Trill Sonata', was written in 1913 during a 
summer spent in the Russian countryside, while 
Scriabin was working also on the two preceding 
sonatas. The final work belongs to a new world of 
music, a mysterious region of light. It opens with an 

introductory Moderato that includes two principal 
motifs. The first, heard at the outset, is marked tlds dolls 
et p~rr (very gentle and pure) and the second, starting at 
the ninth bar, avec trne ardezri. profonde et 11oilie (with 
veiled and deeply felt ardour). The Allegro begins a 
sonata movement, its descending chromatic theme 
marked avec einotion (with feeling). The secondary 
theme is avec zrne joyelrse exaltation (with joyful 
exaltation) and is extended in an ecstatic further 
passage, before the equivalent of a development, 
opened by the first motif of the introduction and 
followed by a powerful presentation the secondary, so- 
called Soul theme. There is a form of recapitulation and 
a final counterpart of the introduction in a work of some 
complexity and, in 1913, of striking modernism. 

For the Soilatcr in EJlnt n~iilor we return to 1889, 
the yeas in which Scriabin completed his studies at the 
Military Academy. The work, redolent of Chopin, was 
one of four early attempts at the form. I t  was not 
published until 1986, but the first movement provided 
material for the Allegro appassionato, published in 
1894. The surviving manuscripts have no tempo 
directions and the second movement appears to have 
been left unfinished. The forceful plincipal theme of the 
first movement emerges in the bass and the turbulence 
of the opening section is replaced by the relative 
tranquillity of the secondary theme, in G flat major. 
This is duly developed before a chordal passage leads to 
a recapitulation. There is a vestigial link to the second 
movement, two descending octaves that may have been 
intended for further elaboration. The B major slow 
movement has a G sharp minor second subject that is 
very much akin to Chopin and in the second half of the 
movement this returns in B minor. The energetic finale, 
again with a secondary theme in the style of Chopin, 
finds a place in its chordal coda for a reminiscence of 
the principal theme of the first movement. 

The Podnze-Noct~rl-ne, Op~rs 61, was one of the last 



pieces that Scriabin sent to Koussevitzky, who had been 
demanding some return on his investment in the 
composes, causing a final breach between them. It was 
completed in 1912 and, as so often, contains a series of 
directions worthy of Satie. The opening bars are nvec 
rrrle gldce cnpi.icie~rse (with capricious grace), followed 
by colnrlle lrne oll~bre riiolrvorlfe ( l ike a moving 
shadow), colllille 1111 111rrui11rre c011firs (like a confused 
murmur) and nvec [rile vo1rrl)te' rlorrilolite (with sleeping 
voluptuousness). These continue until the appearance of 
the principal theme, de plrrs eri yllrs passior1rie' (more 
and more passionate), an element that increases in 

intensity until the return of the shifting moods of the 
opening. 

Vers In fZniilr~ie, Oplrs 72,  (Towards the Flame), 
conceived first as an orchestral work and then as a 
possible sonata movement, was written in 1914. After a 
subdued, dark-hued opening, with a two-note motif that 
has continued importance,  the music mounts in 
intensity, as it reaches the radiance towards which it 
strives, culminating in a climax of illumination and a 
final ascending pyrotechnic. 
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A prize-winner on no less than seventeen occasions in international competitions, the German pianist Beind 
Glemser was boln in Dubheim and was still a pupil of Vitalij Masgulis when he was appointed professor at the 
Saarbrucken Musikhochschule, in succession to Andor Foldes, himself the successor of Walter Gieseking. In 1992 
he won the Andor Foldes Prize and in 1993 the first European Pianists' Prize. With a wide repertoire ranging from 
the Baroque to the contemporary, Beind Glemser has a pasticular affection for the virtuoso music of the later 
nineteenth and earlier twentieth centuries, the work of Liszt, Tausig, Godowsky, Busoni and especially that of 
Rachmaninov. His career has brought appearances at major music festivals and leading concert hdls throughout 
Europe and further afield. 




